Optical projection tomography enables 3-D imaging of colorectal polyps at resolutions of 5 − 10 µm. This paper investigates the ability of image analysis based on 3-D texture features to discriminate diagnostic levels of dysplastic change from such images, specifically, low-grade dysplasia, high-grade dysplasia and invasive cancer. We build a patch-based recognition system and evaluate both multi-class classification and ordinal regression formulations on a 90 polyp dataset. 3-D texture representations computed with a handcrafted feature extractor, random projection, and unsupervised image filter learning are compared using a bag-of-words framework. We measure performance in terms of error rates, F -measures, and ROC surfaces. Results demonstrate that randomly projected features are effective. Discrimination was improved by carefully manipulating various important aspects of the system, including class balancing, output calibration and approximation of non-linear kernels.
Introduction 1
Colorectal cancer is the third most common cancer in men (756k new cases 2 per annum, 10.0%) and the second in women (614k new cases per annum, (BCSP) database (Majumdar et al., 2012) . Histological analysis of polyps is 9 essential for accurate diagnosis. However, the current gold standard method, 10 using Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) stained sections, has its limitations.
11
This conventional technique involves taking a thin section of tissue from the 12 centre of the polyp and this will not necessarily be representative of the 13 whole specimen. Much ambiguity exists between experienced pathologists 14 when making diagnoses using H&E sections due to features such as epithelial Inter-and intra-observer variation exists when pathologists diagnose col-37 orectal polyps, notably when grading dysplasia whether from H&E or OPT 38 images (Coats et al., 2012) . Reliable and repeatable automatic recognition 39 systems are desirable. As a starting point, this paper proposes and evaluates 40 methods for discrimination of dysplasia in OPT images of colorectal polyps. 
76
The main contribution of this paper is that it provides the first study LGD and ICA were reported (Li et al., 2013a,b mode under ultraviolet light and Cy3 dye at a voxel resolution of 6.7 µm 3 .
103
Each image was of one colorectal polyp and had 1024 3 voxels. to the cut surface of each polyp was used as guidance for this annotation. 
Patch Encoding

118
In the following, patch denotes a cube-shaped image region to be classi- resenting micro-textures in OPT images. Let X be a d 3 × N matrix in which the elements in each column are the voxel values of one of N windows. The random projection method maps windows onto a k-dimensional subspace using a suitably generated k × d 3 random projection matrix R (Equation (1)).
Each element in the matrix R is an independent sample from a standard nor-159 mal distribution, i.e., a Gaussian with zero mean and unit variance. After 
subject to :
where each image filter w t is a d 3 -dimensional vector which is applied to the of free parameters and leads to more stable solutions (Hyvärinen, 2013) .
Figure 7: (a-f) Six groups of 4 filters learned from 2700 windows (filter size: 13 × 13 × 13). Filters within the same subspace (group) shared some similarities while filters in different subspaces had different orientations and frequencies.
This optimisation was performed using stochastic gradient descent after Given a training set {x i , y i } l i=1 where x i is the i th bag-of-words feature vector and y i ∈ {−1, 1} is its corresponding class label, a classification function f that maps the feature vector to the label set {−1, 1} can be found using the widely used SVM formulation by minimising
where C is a parameter controlling the trade-off between model complexity 224 and training errors; ξ i , i = 1, . . . , l are slack variables; w is the weight vector,
225
b is a bias weight, and f (x) = w x+b is the SVM hyperplane to be optimised.
226
This optimisation was performed using the primal form solver provided in The binary classification sub-problems do not have balanced data sets because in each case one class is being discriminated against all other classes. Class imbalance also arises because HGD is a less commonly assigned label than LGD or ICA (see Figure 4) . This problem can be addressed by replacing the free parameter C with C p and C n for positive and negative classes respectively. Formula (4) then becomes:
subject to : w x
where Three binary classifiers are trained for the three-class classification problem. Traditionally in the one-vs-rest scheme the final output score for a test example is the highest among the scores given by the three classifiers. However, since the three classifiers are trained independently, the scores are not necessarily comparable. This situation is helped by calibrating the scores prior to making this comparison by using Platt's scaling method to obtain values that can be treated as class probability estimates (Lin et al., 2007) . Calibration maps the binary classifier output (w x) onto values that can be treated as probabilities with a parameterised sigmoid function:
where A and B are learned from a validation set. For k-class classification, k such sigmoid functions are estimated, one per binary classifier. Unbalanced datasets mean that the fitting of these sigmoid functions is more heavily effected by over-represented classes. This problem was recently addressed by Wallace and Dahabreh (2014) who introduced bagging of under-sampling data estimators to refine the calibration procedure. Similarly, we apply the bagging method to one-vs-rest classifier calibration. More specifically, T balanced patch sets are formed by randomly discarding patches from overrepresented classes and T calibration models are learned from these sets. The final probability estimate from a binary classifier is an average of the T models, i.e.,
where P (t) (y = 1|x; w, A (t) , B (t) ) is obtained by applying Equation (10) with 238 A (t) and B (t) estimated from the t-th balanced patch set. while maintaining scalability to large scale problems.
254
Given two OPT patches encoded with bag-of-words, x, y ∈ R M , the χ where x i is the i th bag-of-words feature vector and r i ∈ {LGD, HGD, ICA} is its corresponding ordinal label, a function g that maps the feature vector to the label set {LGD, HGD, ICA} can be found using a structural risk minimisation formulation of ordinal regression. Herbrich et al. (1999) show how to estimate g by learning a ranking function f (x) ∈ R so that the pair-wise orders are preserved, i.e., f (x i ) ≺ f (x j ) ⇐⇒ r i ≺ r j . The score f (x i ) is thresholded to determine the ordinal category of x i , i.e., g(x) = k ⇐⇒ f (x) ∈ [θ k , θ k+1 ] where θ k and θ k+1 are the learned thresholds of the k-th category. In the case of a linear mapping f (x) = w x, the weight vector w can be learned by minimising empirical risk on the pair-wise order set P = {(i, j)|r i ≺ r j }:
where t ij is the order label, i.e., t ij = 1 iff r i ≺ r j ; t ij = −1 otherwise; 279 ξ ij , ∀(i, j) ∈ P are slack variables.
280
There are three types of pair-wise ordering in P, i.e., LGD ≺ HGD,
281
LGD ≺ ICA and HGD ≺ ICA (The number of pairs of each type is denoted 282 as N 1 , N 2 , and N 3 respectively). Similar to the balancing of multi-class clas-283 sification in Section 2.4.2, the balance problem is also considered on the pair-284 wise order set. Specifically, we replace C with three cost parameters to be 285 proportional to the number of pair-wise preferences of each type respectively,
and method. This approximation is both fast and memory-efficient.
300
With the estimated w, the optimal threshold θ k is set to be in the middle of the closest correctly separated training pair in the k-th and (k + 1)-th category, i.e.,
where:
2.6. Patch Sampling and Cross-validation to search the appropriate system parameters (e.g., SVM calibration param-319 eters, cost parameters). This experimental design is illustrated in Figure 10 .
320
The results in the following section are based on this cross-validation scheme 321 unless otherwise specified. 
Performance Metrics
323
There are six types of mis-classification, i.e., LGD as ICA, LGD as HGD,
324
ICA as HGD, ICA as LGD, HGD as LGD, HGD as ICA. Error rates were cal-325 culated for each error type respectively. Performance was also compared with 326 measures of overall mis-classification rate, absolute error rate and F -measure. 
Overall mis-classification rate is the number of mis-classified cases divided
335
The 95% confidence intervals of each type of measurement were obtained by 336 bootstrapping (DiCiccio and Efron, 1996) with n = 10, 000; specifically we 337 generated n bootstrap replicates of the classifier outputs, and calculated av- parameter values were used in other experiments unless otherwise specified.
372
RP gave generally good results compared to the other two types of feature. Figures 13 (f-h) we visualise the probability outputs of the bagging method.
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383
The under-sampling of the dominating class and the ensemble strategy mit-384 igated the bias problem. In the reliability diagrams (Figures 13 (e, h) ), the The complexity of RP method can be further reduced by constructing sparse random projections with a simpler sampling distribution than a standard normal distribution (e.g., Achlioptas, 2003; Li et al., 2006) . We use the standard normal distribution for RP matrix because both methods achieve similar performance and a standard normal distribution is easier to implement. Intel i7 CPU with 16Gb memory.
481
LGD was the class most readily distinguished. change is complex and the variations across polyps are large.
507
It is worth noting that inter-observer variation exists in polyp diagnosis 508 with OPT (Coats et al., 2013) . In order to minimise the effect of such vari-509 ation and uncertainty in our study, the ground truth was annotated within pathologists would be interesting for a future study.
516
OPT enables access to polyps' surface morphology and internal structure 517 at the same time. In the future one interesting direction is to combine mor- 
